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Abstract— As the use of real-time multimedia applications increases,
bandwidth available to TCP connections is oppressed by “greedy” UDP
traffic and their performance extremely deteriorates. In order that both
TCP and UDP sessions fairly co-exist in the Internet, UDP sessions should
properly react against congestion as TCP. In this work, we implement a
“TCP-friendly” rate control mechanism suitable to video applications and
investigate its applicability to a real system through observation of the
video quality at the receiver. It is shown through our experimental system
that we can achieve high-quality and stable video transfer while fairly
sharing the network bandwidth with TCP by applying our rate control at
a control interval of 16 or 32 times as long as RTT.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Since the current Internet does not provide QoS (Quality
of Service) guarantee mechanisms, each application chooses
the preferable transport protocol to achieve the required per-
formance. As the use of real-time multimedia applications in-
creases, a considerable amount of “greedy” UDP traffic would
dominate network bandwidth. As a result, the available band-
width to TCP connections is oppressed and their performance
extremely deteriorates.

In order that both TCP and UDP sessions fairly co-exist in
the Internet, it is meaningful to consider the fairness among
protocols. In recent years, several researches have been fo-
cused on the investigation of the “TCP-friendly” rate con-
trol [1-10]. “TCP-friendly” is defined as “a non-TCP connec-
tion should receive the same share of bandwidth as a TCP con-
nection if they traverse the same path” [7]. The TCP-friendly
system regulates its data sending rate according to the network
condition, typically expressed in terms of the round-trip-time
(RTT) and the packet loss probability (denoted asp), to achieve
the same throughput that a TCP connection would acquire on
the same path.

Control mechanisms proposed in [1-8] achieve the TCP-
friendliness according to its definition, but those require care-
fully chosen parameters to achieve the fairness among TCP
and UDP connections. Especially when those mechanisms
are to be applied to the real-time video transfer, characteris-
tics of video applications should be taken into account to pro-
vide the high quality video transfer while satisfying the TCP-
friendliness in the real-time multimedia applications. In ad-
dition, as a result of rate control, the video sending rate in-
herently fluctuates and the resultant video quality frequently
changes in the case of pseudo-TCP mechanisms which em-
ploy the AIMD control to imitate the TCP’s behavior, [1-3].
On the other hand, although the stable video presentation can
be accomplished with equation-based ones [4-8], they cannot
adequately adapt to changes of network condition.

We have been devoted into investigation of the applicability

of TCP-friendly rate control to real-time MPEG-2 video com-
munications, and proposed an effective control mechanism,
called MPEG-TFRCP in [9, 10]. Our mechanism employs
the equation proposed in [6] and thus can be categorized into
the equation-based approach. However, our approach dynam-
ically adjusts the video sending rate according to the network
condition. The effectiveness was evaluated through simulation
experiments and it was shown that the high quality and TCP-
friendly real-time video transfer can be accomplished. How-
ever, in the experiments, the ideal network system environment
was assumed. That is, we did not take into account several fac-
tors which may affect the effectiveness of rate control. Those
include the fluctuation of control intervals or the quality degra-
dation during playback of a video sequence.

In this paper, we implement several TCP-friendly rate con-
trol protocols on an actual video transfer system. Our imple-
mented mechanisms are based on the MPEG-TFRCP. First we
demonstrate the applicability of MPEG-TFRCP to a real sys-
tem through evaluation of the perceived video quality and ob-
servation of the traffic on the link. Then we consider the im-
proved versions of MPEG-TFRCP by carefully examining the
rate and control interval determination methods.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we intro-
duce our MPEG-TFRCP and explain how it is implemented.
Then we compare several TCP-friendly rate control mecha-
nisms on our implemented video applications in Section III.
Comparisons are performed in terms of the rate variation, the
packet loss variation and the perceived video quality. Finally,
we summarize our paper and outline our future work in Sec-
tion IV.

II. I MPLEMENTATION OF MPEG-TFRCP

In this section, we introduce our MPEG-TFRCP (TCP-
friendly rate control protocol for MPEG-2 video transfer) [9,
10]. In order to transfer a video sequence with high and stable
quality while fairly sharing the network bandwidth with TCP,
our MPEG-TFRCP behaves as illustrated in Fig. 1; at the end
of the control intervali − 1 whose duration isIi−1, the sender
estimates the network condition and the throughput of a TCP
session, from information gathered within the interval, and fi-
nally determines and regulates its sending rateri for the next
intervali.

A. MPEG-TFRCP mechanism

In MPEG-TFRCP, a sender divides the MPEG-2 video data
into packets whose header contains the timestamp and the se-
quence number as in RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) and
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Fig. 1. TFRCP video transfer
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Fig. 2. Relationship among quantizer scale, video rate and video quality

sends them to a receiver. On receiving the packet, the receiver
sends back an acknowledgement to inform the sender of a suc-
cessful reception. Then, the sender obtains RTT, RTO (Re-
transmission Time Out) and the packet loss probabilityp.

At the end of the intervali − 1, the sender determines the
sending rateri for the next intervali. If the packet loss prob-
ability p is non-zero, the sender estimates the throughput of a
TCP connection which traverses the same path from the equa-
tion proposed in [6]. Thenri is set at the estimated TCP
throughput expecting the fair share of network bandwidth.
When the network is under-utilized and there is no packet loss,
the sender only doubles the rate because the estimator is not
applicable. The algorithm is summarized as

ri =




MTU

RTT
√

2p
3 +T0 min(1, 3

√
3p
8 )p(1+32p2)

, if p > 0 (1)

2 × ri−1, if p = 0 (2)

whereMTU stands for the maximum transfer unit size,p is the
packet loss probability,RTT andT0 are for the round trip time
and the retransmission timeout, respectively.

The duration of each interval is 32 times as long as RTT
in the MPEG-TFRCP. Considering the MPEG-2 video coding
algorithm, the duration is further rounded to the multiple of
GoP (Group of Picture) time, which is given as the number of
pictures in a GoP (N ) divided by the frame rate. We call this
strategy as 32-RTT. That is, the control interval of 32-RTT is
given by

Ii = �32 × RTT

GoPtime
� × GoPtime.

The sender adjusts the video coding rate to the determined
target rateri. In this paper, we consider the MPEG-2 VBR
coding algorithm. In the MPEG-2 algorithm, each captured
picture is first Discrete-Cosine-Transformed and then each
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Fig. 3. Simulation result of MPEG-TFRCP
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Fig. 4. System configuration

DCT coefficient is quantized with specified quantizer scale.
Thus, the coded video quality and the amount of data can be
regulated by choosing the appropriate quantizer scale. An ex-
ample of the relationship among the quantizer scale, the resul-
tant average video rate and the video quality in terms of SNR
(Signal to Noise Ratio) [11] is depicted in Fig. 2. The video
is 640×486 pixels large and its GoP structure isN = 30 and
M = 1 (IPPP· · ·). By applying the method proposed in [11],
we can easily determine the appropriate quantizer scale to ad-
just the video rate to the target rate.

In Fig. 3, we show an example of simulation results with our
MPEG-TFRCP. The rate variation of a TCP session and that
of the determined target rate of a MPEG-TFRCP session are
depicted. As shown in the figure, the MPEG-TFRCP behaves
similarly to TCP and they fairly share the bandwidth.

B. Implemented system

To investigate the applicability of the MPEG-TFRCP to the
actual system, we built the small-scale 10Base-T network as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The system consists of four personal com-
puters (RedHat Linux kernel-2.2.14), two shared HUBs and
one PC router. Packet size is 1000 Bytes and identical among
connections.

The implemented MPEG-TFRCP system is depicted in
Fig. 5. The MPEG-2 encoder applies the VBR coding algo-
rithm to original video data where the quantization scale is
specified by the QoS manager. Then, the transmitter divides
the video data into RTP packets and sends them to the receiver
over the UDP session. The MPEG-2 video data are recon-
structed from received packets at the receiver, then decoded
and displayed on the monitor.

While sending video data, the sender also transmits RTCP
control packets to obtain the feedback information from the
receiver, which is indispensable for the TCP throughput es-
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Fig. 6. Rate variation (UDP vs. TCP)

timation. The estimator transmits RTCPSenderReport
packets to the receiver at the regular interval of, in our exper-
iments, every five frames (5/29.97=0.167 sec). On reception
of the control packet, the receiver sends back a RTCPRe-
ceiverReport packet which contains the information nec-
essary for the sender to estimate the network condition. Those
are the expected number of packets sent from the server be-
tween two RTCP packets and the number of packets received.
With which the sender can easily derive the packet loss proba-
bility. The sender obtains the observed RTT value by subtract-
ing the timestamp of theSenderReport from the reception
time of theReceiverReport. Then, the estimated RTT is
derived by applying the smoothing algorithm of Jacobson’s to
the observed RTTs.

III. EVALUATION OF MPEG-TFRCP

In this section, we evaluate the practicality of our MPEG-
TFRCP by comparing some variants of MPEG-TFRCP for the
MPEG video transfer system implemented on the small scaled
network. The comparison is performed in terms of the rate
variation of TCP and MPEG-TFRCP sessions observed on the
link usingtcpdump, the packet loss probability and the per-
ceived video quality quantified by MOS (Mean Opinion Score)
evaluation.

In the case where both TCP and UDP sessions transfer the
same video stream in our system, the resultant rate variations
measured at the receiver sides are shown in Fig. 6. Those two
sessions transfer the identical video stream of the average rate
5.25 Mbps (See Fig. 2. Quantizer scale=12, 37.28 dB). The ex-
periment time on an x-axis is expressed in a unit of GoP time,
i.e. GoP size/frame rate=30/29.97=1.001 sec, and zero corre-
sponds to the start of the UDP session. In this experimental
environment, we observe that average RTT is about 30 msec.
It is obvious that the throughput of TCP drastically deterio-
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Fig. 7. Rate variation (MPEG-TFRCP)
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Fig. 8. Packet loss probability variation (MPEG-TFRCP)

rates as the UDP session starts sending the video data. On the
other hand, the UDP session occupies much portion of the link
bandwidth and freely transfers the video data at the desirable
rate. The averaged throughput of TCP is 2.27 Mbps and that of
UDP is 5.25 Mbps. Then the perceived video quality in terms
of MOS is high, 4.25.

A. Original MPEG-TFRCP

First, we investigate the practicality of our MPEG-TFRCP
originally proposed in [9, 10] in the actual system environ-
ment. Figure 7 shows the experimental result where TCP and
MPEG-TFRCP sessions compete for the bandwidth. It can be
observed that the MPEG-TFRCP connection regulates its data
sending rate during the session and the degradation of TCP
performance becomes smaller than when we use UDP. How-
ever, the obtained result seems quite different from the simu-
lation result in Fig. 3. Frequent and considerable fluctuation
of MPEG-TFRCP rate is due to the high packet loss proba-
bility caused by the aggressive rate increase. Fig. 8 depicts
the packet loss probabilityp (“loss”), the target rateri (“target
rate”) determined by (1) and (2), and the average video rate
selected for transmission (“video rate”). The MPEG-TFRCP
sender doubles its data sending rate during a loss-free period.
As it encounters packet losses, it suddenly shrinks the send-
ing rate because the loss probability is high due to the network
congestion caused by itself. Although not shown in figures, the
perceived video quality also varies as the video rate changes.
Especially when congestion occurs, the high packet loss prob-
ability leads to decreased target rate far below the minimum
video rate, and no picture can be displayed at the receiver.
Here we should note that the MPEG-TFRCP sender first sends
as much data as possible, then stops video transmission when
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Fig. 10. Rate variation (QAI)

the “video rate” is higher than “target rate”. For those reasons,
the subjective video quality of the original MPEG-TFRCP in
terms of MOS is only 1.25.

B. Variants for rate determination

In this subsection, considering sudden and aggressive rate
increase causes network congestion as shown in Subsec-
tion III-A, we investigate into variants in rate determination
algorithms which are non-aggressive.

The previous work [10] proposes an alternative for (2),
which imitates TCP’s window-based flow control.

ri = ri−1 +
MTU × Ii−1

RTT 2
, if p = 0 (3)

With this new algorithm, the additive rate increase as in TCP’s
congestion avoidance phase can be performed in our MPEG-
TFRCP. We call this algorithm as EAI (Equation-based Addi-
tive Increase).

The experimental result of EAI MPEG-TFRCP algorithm
is depicted in Fig. 9. As shown in this figure, the sending
rate considerably oscillates, because the rate increase is un-
expectedly aggressive. It is sometimes more aggressive than
the original algorithm due to small RTT values. As in (3), RTT
dominates the degree of rate increase. If the observed RTT
is stable and large enough as in the simulation environment
in [10], the EAI algorithm contributes to smoother rate vari-
ation. However, in the actual system where RTT is relatively
small and often changes, the EAI algorithm provides unprefer-
able results.

An alternative algorithm for an additive rate increase is
Quantizer-scale-based Additive Increase (QAI). The QAI is
based on the MPEG-2 coding algorithm. It increases the send-
ing rate with regard to, notri, but the quantizer scale. It is
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Fig. 11. Rate and packet loss probability variations (EAI-CL)

initially set at 60, with which the perceived video quality is
worst and the video rate is lowest (Fig. 2). Then, the quantizer
scale is decreased by two as long as no loss is observed during
each control interval.

We show the experimental result using QAI MPEG-TFRCP
algorithm in Fig. 10. It can be observed that both the degrada-
tion of TCP performance and the rate variation become smaller
than that of the original MPEG-TFRCP. However, the aver-
age throughput of TCP becomes 4.29 Mbps, whereas that of
MPEG-TFRCP is 2.34 Mbps. That is, this method is far from
TCP-friendly. The subjective video quality of QAI is 2.50 and
much smaller than that of UDP, 4.25. We found that QAI
MPEG-TFRCP does not attain high-quality and TCP-friendly
video transfer.

C. Variants in packet loss probability derivation

As evaluated in the previous section, changing a rate-
increase mechanism alone is not helpful to accomplish the de-
sirable control. In this section, we investigate an alternative
way for derivation of the packet loss probabilityp. Originally,
it is derived by dividing the number of lost packets by that of
transmitted packets within each control interval. As a result,
MPEG-TFRCP reacts so quickly against the short-term con-
gestion that it leads to the extreme rate fluctuation. In addition,
according to its assumption, the network condition should be
stable for (1) to accurately estimate the TCP throughput. One
candidate suitable to be applied to (1) is to calculate the packet
loss probability over longer interval; an extreme case, from the
beginning of the session.

pi =
the total number of lost packets

the total number of transmitted packets
(4)

Figure 11 indicates the experimental result of EAI MPEG-
TFRCP with cumulative packet loss probability (“EAI-CL”).
As described in Subsection III-B, the EAI algorithm leads to
the aggressive rate increase in our system, the considerable
amount of packets are lost at the beginning and the packet
loss probability stays high persistently. In consequence, users
are forced to wait long time until they receive the satisfactory
video presentation.

To avoid the unpreferable affect of the initial condition,
the sending rate of MPEG-TFRCP should be initially small
enough and then gradually increased, leading to QAI MPEG-
TFRCP with cumulative packet loss probability (“QAI-CL”).
The experimental result of QAI-CL is shown in Fig. 12. As
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Fig. 12. Rate and packet loss probability variations (QAI-CL)

shown in this figure, the rate variation becomes relatively small
and the video quality is improved, MOS value of 3.00. Fur-
ther, the average throughputs of TCP and our QAI-CL are
3.70 Mbps and 2.97 Mbps, respectively, and the TCP-friendly
control is reasonably accomplished. However, rather long time
has passed before the sending rate and the estimated packet
loss probability become stable.

D. Variants in control interval

In order to attain the effective rate control, the duration of
control intervalIi (Fig. 1) must be carefully determined. For
example, when the control interval is too short, the sending rate
fluctuates enormously by the frequent rate control, and the per-
ceived video quality also becomes unstable. Conversely, in the
case of the longer interval, the fairness with TCP connection
cannot be accomplished because video applications cannot re-
act changes of the network condition. In addition, since the
perceived video quality gradually increases with our QAI-CL
MPEG-TFRCP mechanism, a smaller interval is preferred.

The results are summarized in Table I for several settings
of control interval such as 8-RTT, 16-RTT, 64-RTT and 96-
RTT, in MPEG-TFRCP with QAI-CL. Table I demonstrates
that frequent control achieves comparatively high friendliness.
However, the frequent rate control introduces a great varia-
tion of the video quality, and the subjective video quality by
MOS evaluation becomes worse. On the other hand, by the
longer control interval, not only the friendliness but the sub-
jective video quality becomes worse. This is because the video
application cannot follow the network condition and transmit
the video data of the undesirable quality. Further, as the inter-
val becomes longer, users wait longer time for the satisfactory
video presentation.

From those results, we conclude that either 16-RTT or
32-RTT control interval is preferable in our system in order
that our MPEG-TFRCP connection receives the almost same
throughput as a TCP connection and the perceived video qual-
ity becomes high and stable.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have implemented MPEG-TFRCP suitable
for video transfer, and then evaluated its practicality. Through
several considerations and experiments, we have shown that
it is appropriate for real-time video applications to apply our
rate control algorithm, MPEG-TFRCP with QAI-CL, where
sending rate is gradually increased by quantizer scale control

TABLE I
RESULTS OF SEVERAL SETTINGS OF CONTROL INTERVAL

Throughput (Mbps)
MOS

TFRCP TCP
Friendliness value

8-RTT 3.10 3.53 0.878 2.25
16-RTT 2.87 3.71 0.774 3.25
32-RTT 2.97 3.70 0.802 3.00
64-RTT 2.51 4.06 0.618 3.33
96-RTT 2.33 4.29 0.543 2.50

and the packet loss probability is cumulatively estimated. We
can achieve high-quality and stable TCP-friendly video trans-
fer when video rate is regulated at a control interval of 16 or
32 times as long as RTT.

Although results are not shown in the paper due to space
limitation, we applied our QAI-CL MPEG-TFRCP to the other
sequences, including basket game, animation and news, and
verify our conclusion. Our results might be different from
ones on any other operating systems such as Windows and So-
laris with different characteristics of the UDP/TCP transmis-
sion software. Nevertheless, we will be able to obtain similar
results because it is network conditions (RTT, packet losses,
and so on) that has considerable influence on the control of
MPEG-TFRCP, which we have investigated in this work.

However, we leave several issues for future research. First,
we must investigate its practicality to the larger network where
great number of connections co-exists and they leave and join
during sessions. Second, we should consider the variation
of RTT. In the experimentations, observed RTT considerably
changes. Then, the perceived video quality becomes unstable
and deteriorates.
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